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By Laura Neuman

Omnidawn Publishing, United States, 2017. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand
New Book. Selected by Hoa Nguyen as winner of the Omnidawn Poetry Chapbook Prize Seeking a
trans poetics in encounter s work, the interlocking poems in risk:: nonchalance ask: what more do
you want me to risk for our art practice? Gesture originates in bodies moving -- no, citation -- no,
on the page -- no, on the bus. In wacky, asymmetrical scale, embodiment s impossible questions
hang on fragments of schema, meta juice bogs down tiny lines, and line breaks signal perceptual
shifts through which individual and collective gestures rotate. This is a break-up book, if what is
breaking up is the notion that there is a lover or a reader or a non-essentializing feminism waiting
faithfully outside the poem, immune to its machinations. The poems document two dance process
the author participated in, in Philadelphia and Toronto, during the spring of 2016.
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Completely essential study ebook. This is for all those who statte there was not a well worth reading. I realized this book from my dad and i recommended
this publication to find out.
-- Ja r r ell K ova cek-- Ja r r ell K ova cek

This is actually the very best publication i have read through till now. It is definitely simplistic but unexpected situations in the 50 % in the pdf. You can
expect to like just how the article writer compose this pdf.
-- Ms. Elinor e Wintheiser-- Ms. Elinor e Wintheiser
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